PRIVACY POLICY
PRIVACY

COOKIES

print4antwerp.be ensures that the personal details of its
customers and relations are treated and protected with the
greatest possible care. print4antwerp.be complies with the
requirements of the Personal Data Protection Act and other
privacy legislation.

print4antwerp.be uses cookies to analyze and improve the use
of the website. By visiting our website or clicking on “Allow
cookies” you agree to the use of cookies.

PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA
print4antwerp.be records personal data for its services. This
is, among other things, the case when you subscribe to our
newsletter, make a purchase on our webshop, state or express
your interest, or contact print4antwerp.be. This includes data
such as contact details, transaction data, socio-demographic
characteristics, job data and / or specified interests.
print4antwerp.be uses this data for the implementation and
handling of the relevant agreement, for its other services and
internal business operations, and to keep customers informed of
(new) products and services of print4antwerp.be. Your data can
also be made available to carefully selected third parties for the
provision of information or offers, but only if you have given
your prior consent. If you no longer want this, you can
unsubscribe at any time.

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS
If you have provided your e-mail address, for example during the
registration process of a web application, this address can be
used to inform you as a customer about relevant and interesting
similar products and services from print4antwerp.be. If you no
longer want this, you can unsubscribe at any time.

SIGN OUT
If you do not want to receive information about (new) products
and services (by e-mail), you can unsubscribe by using the
unsubscribe link in the e-mail. If this is not possible, you can also
do this in writing.

CLICK BEHAVIOR AND IP ADDRESS
General visitor data is kept on the website of print4antwerp. be
by using data. Google Analytics without identifying visitors. The
purpose of this is to optimize the layout of the website. This data
can also be used to put more targeted information on the site.
print4antwerp.be optimizes its services in this way. To be able to
do this, print4antwerp.be uses the IP address of your computer.
This IP address is a number that is automatically assigned to
your computer when you visit the internet. The IP address can
be used to prepare analyses and reports on how the site is used.

WHAT IS A COOKIE?
A cookie is a small text file in which user settings and other
information are stored. For example, cookies are used to
identify you and to maintain your login status. Cookies cannot
damage your computer and the files present on it.

COOKIES REQUIRED
These cookies are necessary for the proper functioning of the
website, for analysis purposes and to improve the website. The
following required cookies are placed, you do not have to give
permission for this: Google Analytics

USE OF COOKIES BY PRINT4ANTWERP.BE
Cookies are small pieces of information (files) that a website
leaves on your computer. The website instructs the web browser
with which you view websites (for example Internet Explorer) to
store these cookies on your computer. print4antwerp.be

HOW CAN YOU REFUSE COOKIES?
You are always entitled to refuse cookies. You can set your web
browser (for example Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox) to
refuse all cookies or only certain cookies (consult the manual
of your web browser). If you refuse cookies, it is possible that
certain services may not be available to you.

ENVELOPSERVICE.BE AND OTHER WEBSITES
On the sites of print4antwerp.be you will find a number of
hyperlinks to other websites. However, print4antwerp.be cannot
bear any responsibility with regard to the way in which those
parties handle your data. For this, read the privacy statement of
the site that you visit.

CHANGES TO THE PRIVACY STATEMENT
print4antwerp.be reserves the right to make changes to this
Privacy Statement. Therefore, check this Privacy Statement
regularly for the privacy policy of print4antwerp.be

